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MACHINE SET UP

• Place a Straight Stitch Throat Plate on your 
machine and select it in your machine’s Security 
Program. 

• Insert a size 80 Jeans needle (or a sharp needle 
of the appropriate size for your thread). 

• A Supreme Slider on the bed of your machine 
may make it easier to move the fabric. 

• Use your favorite aid to move the fabric such as 
Quilting Gloves. 

The style of feathers we will do have two parts - the 
spine and the plume. The spine is stitched first and 
the plumes are added to each side of the spine.

Quilting feathers with rulers will make a perfect 
feather and teach you how to create free motion 
feathers. 

• Place the Adjustable Ruler Foot on the Machine. 

• Adjust the sole of the foot with the gold dial so 
that the quilt moves easily under the foot when 
the foot is lowered. 

We are using Amanda Murphy’s Good Measure 
Rulers - the Every Spine Ruler and the Every Feather 
Ruler. The rulers come with excellent instructions on 
how to use them.

• Stitch a Spine using the Spine Ruler. 

• Stitch the first plume using the Every Feather 
Ruler. Place the plume at a pleasing angle to 
the spine. Stitch from the bottom of the plume, 
over the top and back to the spine. Stitch up the 
spine a little way. 

Successive plumes will be stitched from the top, 
over the end until you bump into the previous 
plume, stitch back over the end and stop. 

• Realign a plume that will be stitched from that 
point to the spine. 

• Stitch up the spine again. 

• Refer to the printed instructions that come with 
the rulers.
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STITCHING A FREE MOTION FEATHER

Anytime you are going to do free motion quilting 
you will have greater success if you draw before you 
quilt. The shape of the plume is key to the success 
of the feather. 

• Begin by drawing a shape similar to the shape 
below. 

• Trace over the shape until you naturally draw 
the plume.

• Draw successive plumes the way the ruler 
feathers were stitched. You will bump back on 
the end of every other plume. 

• When you get to the top, trace back to the 
bottom on the spine.

Practice by drawing over and over again. If need be, 
trace an existing feather until you get a feel for the 
movement. Attach the Freehand Embroidery Foot 
#24 and stitch what you have been drawing.


